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Pistol Shooting
Smith & Wesson Revolvers. 177 gas-powered guns give you the feel
& excitement of shooting a pistol. Shooting at a target of a wild
rabbit or crow. Points are scored on where you hit the animal.

Knife Throwing
Look easy, sounds easy, but is it easy? Throwing at a target about
5 metres away. This is one of our hardest activities that everyone
thinks will be easy.

Stock Whips
All can have cracking good time - trying to be coordinated at the
same time as trying to make the whip crack! This activity is more
funny for the people watching than those playing!

Axe Throwing
Using Double Headed Throwing Axes it is a challenge to get it to
stick into our target situated about 6 meters away. Points scored
depending on where it sticks in the log of wood.

Archery
Using high performance compound bows (modern version of the
Robin Hood bows) this medieval game of Archery has become very
popular and is very enjoyable. Points gained by hitting a target
about 20 metres away.

Mechanical Bucking Bull
OSH Safety Approved Bull. Speed Controlled, giving complete
control on the ride, and suitable for every rider’s ability.

Short Golf
Rotorua’s only short golf course. Here’s your chance to have a go at
golf without the worries of the big course. Our course is a 9-hole
course ranging from 45 – 90 meters. All clubs are supplied.

Lasersport
New Zealand’s first electronic clay target shooting system. Enjoy
the thrill and excitement of shooting without the danger of bullets. Five people shooting at once, all firing at the same target.
Scores recorded on electronic scoreboard. Fast, competitive and
safe. Skill Shoot, Rapid Fire and Speed Shoot games options.

